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ABSTRACT 

Estimating the volume of an object from two dimensional cross-sectional 

images of the object has applications in preventive and therapeutic medicine, 

automated industrial processing and defense. In this thesis, we present various 

approaches to achieve volume estimation from two profile images of the coronal 

(front) and sagittal (side) planes. The initial step in the process is segmenting the 

image to extract the object information. Secondly, the binary profile images are used 

to represent object slices based on an ellipse or rectangular cross section. The next step 

in estimating the volume is based on summing up the individual slice volumes along 

the height of the object. The known height of the object is used to give a relationship 

between the voxel volume and the actual volume.  Finally objects of known volume 

are used to correct errors that may have occurred during segmentation and some of the 

optical effects of the camera.  The thesis presents existing and modified approaches to 

achieve fast volume estimation from profile images. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The body mass index (BMI) is an index used to estimate body fat based on height 

and weight for adult men and women.  BMI calculations mostly ignores the muscle 

structure of an individual, for instance it may over estimate the amount of fat in 

athletes and people with muscular build, and it may underestimate body fat for older 

persons and others who have lost muscle mass [15].  In the case of an athlete, their 

body is denser than the average person due to having a very high percentage of muscle 

mass to fat (muscle has a higher density in contrast to fat). An older person will not 

only have muscle loss but in addition will have bone loss, thus being less dense then 

an average adult. The BMI is also insensitive to change in the distribution of body 

weight that is associated with ageing and sex [11].  Based on these arguments, one can 

draw the conclusion that the BMI is not an accurate index, but gives a rough estimate 

of how healthy an individual is (Underweight <18.5, Normal 18.5 to 24.9, Overweight 

25.0 to 29.9, and Obesity >30.0) [15]. 

Purpose of this Thesis  

The purpose of this thesis project is to develop a relatively fast, inexpensive, and 

fairly accurate methodology for estimating volume of an object which can be used for 

rough body measurement and health benefit. Knowing the estimated volume of an 

object can be used to estimate the density of that object relatively fast.  The desire 

behind knowing the density of an object stems from looking at current methods used 

in health care to gauge an individual’s health, i.e. the BMI.  The density of each 
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subject can be used to develop a new scale that would indicate a subject’s health 

better.    

This project presents a fast, inexpensive, and simple method to estimate volume of 

a person relatively fast.  We present the overall methodology for generating the 

volume from two profile images. In the first step, we explore various approaches to 

segment the profile images. Next, we present various approaches to volume generation 

from segmented images.  

Background  

Xu, et al. [7] present a relatively inexpensive, portable, and novel alternative 

approach to 3D body imaging via stereo vision technology.  Their setup uses two 

stands with 4 cameras on each, and the stands are placed posterior and anterior of the 

subject.  Between each pair of cameras there is a single ultra short throw projector 

used to texture the subject which allows for easy segmenting.  The stand is vertical 

and each camera pair captures a different view of a given half of the subject.  Four 

stereo units for volume capture (2 cameras and 1 project for each unit) is capable of 

provide enough information for entire body reconstruction and thus a volume can be 

estimated from the generated 3D model.  Even with the 8 cameras capturing the body, 

there will be some portions of the body that will not be captured [7], [10].   

To account for this, Xu, et al. developed a surface reconstruction algorithm with 

the ability of filling in the gaps in 3D data caused by occlusions [7]. A similar 

effective algorithm was noted from Wurong Yu and Bugao Xu’s earlier work in using 

a two-view body scanner to accomplish the same task as the stereo vision.  They used 
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the raw 3D data points generated from a two-view 3D scanner and generated 3D 

piecewise smooth models from it.  Since they were only using two views of the 

subject, occlusions occurred.  If a scanner was placed in front and behind a person, the 

sides of that person would not be captured entirely, and so they developed a method to 

fill in this area of the missing data [9].  

Using a wooden box of known size, the percent error seen for the 10 trial run for 

circumference, cross-sectional area, and volume were 0.07, 0.34, and 0.51% 

respectively.  In human trials, significant differences were seen with some 

circumferences due to ambiguity of measurement locations via conventional methods 

(there was a high correlation), but body volume was very accurate.  In the case of 

obese subjects, the waist was not well defined and thus depth, breadth, and 

circumference were not very accurate.  The volume measured from 3D imaging had an 

r
2
 value of 0.9996 when compared to ADP (BodPod®), and with the largest suspected 

error due to breathing of subject [7].  

Yu, et al. [7][9][10] introduce several interesting methods for estimating the 

volume of the person, but do not consider segmenting the subject in their problem 

space since this was eliminated by the technology used, i.e. body scanning [9] and 

surface texturing [7], [10]. Segmentation plays an interesting role in the world of 

action surveillance such as action recognition for the use of detecting unwanted 

behaviors to help in identification of a subject, from limited views, such as gate and 

pose. Barnard, et al. [3] (Machine Vision Group from University of Oulu, Finland) 

present an interesting method using shape context with hidden Markov Models and a 
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relatively small training set for development of such applications. They used a motion 

capture system for training of the model to estimate pose of a person from a single un-

calibrated video camera, regardless of viewing angle. Their silhouette images were 

generated by the change between frames in the captured video. To make the 

segmentation data even easier to work with, weighted shape context was used to map 

the segmented images into another space [3]. Shape context is a probability mapping 

that associates the chances that a given unknown boundary silhouette is most like to be 

of a given shape from a data base, where the data base contains shape context mapping 

of a known training set. Belongie, et al. present the use of shape context for 

CAPTCHA decoding [8]. In contrast to [3], Qiang et al. [5] did not use frame 

differencing or background subtraction to segment a person out of a scene.  They 

proposed the use of human shape detection to extract the silhouette, and in turn used to 

estimate 3D human pose [5].  

The [3] was looking for general location, position of body parts, and classification 

of defined normal movements. This was due to lack of requirement for fine detail, for 

example if you are monitoring a retirement home and a person fell over, the exact 

location of every single point of the head will not give more information than is 

required to classify that person has fallen versus where the general location of head is 

located relatively to the floor. Matilainen, et al. [6] classified a known set of normal 

movements and labeling everything else that fell out of the set as unknown. They 

achieved a classification accuracy of 93.41% when using the statistically optimal 
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threshold.  Most of the misclassification of frames occurred when a subject was falling 

over or getting up [6].  

The methods presented thus far were not focused heavily on refined segmentation 

of objects sine a course outline meets the requirements of the applications. On refined 

segmentation, Xin, et al. presented the traditional gradient vector flow snake (GVFS) 

and a faster B Spline version of GVFS, which successfully segmented a concave 

object [12]. Mishra et al. present an approach similar to traditional energy snakes for 

boundary extraction, except in their method, kernel-based active contour (KPAC) 

approach, an adaptive non-stationary kernel, derived from the underlying image 

characteristics was introduced [13]. The internal constraints, used for smoothness of 

the snake, are non-stationary.  This was done to prevent or limit the effects of the 

snake “being trapped in local optima under noise, clutter, and complex high curvature 

boundaries.” Their method performed better, in the limited results presented, than 

GVFS and vector field convolution VFC [13].  

In this thesis, various existing approaches and a new approach termed as “smart 

marbles” for segmenting an image profile are presented.  The idea of using the energy 

content of the image, [12] and [13], and fewer points, [12], lead to the concept  of 

“smart marbles.”  This is where a group of marbles survey the potential energy of the 

image to find the outline of the object. The smart marbles approach presented is like a 

proof of concept and more research is required to tackle the issues of too many 

surveyors, computational complexity, and susceptibility to noise but the preliminary 

results of this new approach is very promising.   
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL METHOD 

The general approach is to first segment and generate two binary silhouettes of a 

given object (side and front profiles).  Next the side and front profile binary silhouettes 

are resized to have the same pixel height.  Due to differing focal length for each 

profile image, the binary silhouettes generated will have slightly different pixel 

heights.  Resizing the silhouettes to have the same pixel height is done so that, there is 

a one to one correspondence for each slice of a binary silhouette to the other.  Each 

slice of a profile binary silhouette will correspond to the length of the object and the 

other silhouette will correspond to the width of that given slice.  The slice height is 

one pixel in height, Fig. 2.1. 

 

2.1 General Idea 

Using a simple cross sectional shape such as an ellipse, the pixel area of a given slice 

can be found from each profile binary silhouette.  The voxel count of a slice is equal to 

the area found for that slice since the height of each slice is one pixel; next, the voxel 

count of all slices (slice stack) are summed up to find the total number of voxels, this 
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is a representative volume of the subject. After calculating the representative volume 

(voxel count), the relationship between voxel volume and the estimated volume is 

generated by finding the ratio of the height of the real object and virtual object.  The 

ratio is given by L = H/Z, where L is the length of a pixel, H is the measured height of 

the object, and Z is the pixel height of the virtual object (number of pixels). Once the 

length of the pixels is known, the volume of a given voxel is equal to the length cubed.  
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CHAPTER III 

SILHOUETTE GENERATION - FREQUENCY FILTERING 

Before segmenting a human image, we analyze segmentation approaches on a 

simpler object: image of a coke can. An object is placed in front of a background with 

a pattern that has a frequency not usually found in clothing, shoes, and on objects, Fig. 

3.1. 

 

3.1 Sampling corners of original image 

 

3.2 Result of thresholding original image 

Two pictures of the object are taken, full frontal and side profiles. The background 

pattern is thought to be of medium frequency tilted at some angle (let’s say 45° off 

axis).  First, offset the images to have the background intensities range from 0 (black) 

to something close to white.  Next logically AND the images with themselves (where 
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the images are 0, will stay 0, everywhere else will have the value of 1), and then 

multiply by 255 to have the values range from 0 (black) to 255 (white).  The 

background will now be alternating from black to white, as seen in Fig. 3.2. Using a 

low pass filter, filter out the medium to high frequency content of the background.  

The background of each image will be smoothed out to a given small range of 

intensities (usually midrange of 0 to 255), and the object consisting of lower frequency 

content will be left with a gray background.  Next, remove the gray background and 

set to black, and the object to white (several image cleaning techniques will need to be 

used at this step).  Finally, set the silhouettes to binary to be used later for volume 

estimation.   

Offsetting Original Image 

The first step is to take a profile shot and offset it, so that the background is 

alternating from black to something close to white. Using the Global Thresholding 

algorithm (see Appendix A) locally in each corner area of Fig. 3.1,  a local threshold 

value can be obtained(red boxes of Fig. 3.1). Next, find the areas of the whole image 

that are greater than each local threshold value, and logically OR the resulting four 

binary images.  Finally, multiply the resulting image by 255 to give a true black and 

white image of the original profile shot, resulting in Fig. 3.2.  The background now 

alternates from black to white. After offsetting the image, logically AND the image 

with itself to generate a binary image (this image is multiplied by 255).  
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Filtering Image via Low Pass Filter 

The black and white image upper left corner (marked in red, Fig. 3.2) is copied, 

centered, and zero padded to be the same size as the original image.  An upper corner 

was picked because it has frequency content higher than that of the object and lower 

content than that of the floor of the background.   

 

3.3 Filtering Flow Chart 

 

3.4 Cut image frequency content with threshold 

 

3.5 Filter image with cutoff set to 15 

Since a low pass filter is going to be applied to the frequency content of the image, the 

cut should represent the lowest frequency content we wish to remove from the image.  
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Then the Fast Fourier Transform was performed on the image and on the zero padded 

sample patch of background.  The frequency content of both was then shifted so that 

the low frequencies fall in the center of the frequency spectrum of each image.  The 

cut image was used to create a Gaussian Low pass Filter [2], controlled by a threshold 

Fig. 3.4.  Setting the threshold higher, retains more of the higher frequency content, as 

seen in Fig. 3.5.   

The threshold does not cutoff the frequency content directly; it highlights the 

important frequency content.  For the zero padded images, most of its content is DC 

(desired information), represented by the large center spike in Fig. 3.4. The frequency 

content of Fig. 3.2 is then multiplied by the filter, and then the inverse Fast Fourier 

Transform is performed on the re-shifted frequency content which results in the image 

seen in Fig. 3.5. Note that in Fig. 3.5 some high frequency content is retained, this was 

due to the cutoff setting. 

Creating Silhouette from Filtered Image 

Once the black and white image has been filtered Fig. 3.5, the filtered image is 

subtracted from the original image, Fig. 3.1, resulting in Fig. 3.6. The idea is that the  

 

3.6 Image intensities shown from 0 to 255 
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intensity content of the object changes relatively little during the filtering process, in 

contrast to the background changing drastically.  The object area of the subtracted 

resulting image, Fig. 3.6, will be close to 0 (black), while the background will be quite 

different.  The areas of the background that were 255 (white), will have a resulting 

intensity of around 128, and the areas that were black will be around -128. After 

subtracting the original black and white image with the filtered version a threshold is 

applied to the resulting image. This threshold is based off a sample patch of the 

background of Fig. 3.6; in the case the patch was the top left 100x100 pixel area. From 

this two threshold values are generated, TP and TN, to create a band pass filter of sorts 

for intensity values. TP is defined as the maximum value seen in this patch divided by 

three, approximately 43. For TN, it is similar to TP, except it is the minimum value seen 

in the patch divided by three, so TN would be around -43.  The values were chosen to 

retain as much object information as possible, because the object values should be 

around the intensity value of 0. TP and TN need to be close enough to 0 to remove the 

background, but maintain the information of the object. The new image is the result of 

the old image content, Fig. 3.6, being greater than TN AND less than TP, Fig. 3.7.   

 

3.7 Threshold resulting silhouette of Fig. 3.6 
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From Fig. 3.7, it can be noticed that some of the original object was lost in the 

binary image, but the majority of the content is there. This is due to some changes in 

pixel intensity were larger than the threshold values accounted for. This can be fixed 

by tweaking the thresholds or filling in the resulting binary image. 

 

3.8 Result of closing, then opening Fig. 3.7 

 

3.9 Captured front (Left) and side (Right) profiles 

To fill in the holes, the MATLAB© command imclose,  with a mask of all ones 

was used to fill in the gaps.  “Closing,” an image “smoothes contours, fuses narrow 

breaks and long thin gulfs, and eliminates small holes [1].”  In the event that parts of 

the image jet out after using imclose, the MATLAB© command imopen, was used to 

eliminate possible sharp peaks from the edge or random spots in background area.  

“Opening,” an image “smoothes contours, breaks narrow isthmuses, and eliminates 
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small islands and sharp peaks [1].”  In the case of opening and closing, if none of 

those conditions exist, it will have no effect on the image. The results can be seen in 

Fig. 3.8. Fig. 3.9 shows an example of what was captured.  Note that some of the 

background was retained in addition to part of the object being lost. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SILHOUETTE GENERATION – DIFFERENCING 

The approach to silhouette generation presented in this chapter is based on the 

difference between two images. In this method, two pictures are needed for generating 

each profile silhouette image.   

 

4.1 (a) Left: Background (b) Right: Background with object 

First take a picture of the background that the object will be placed in front of (left 

side, figure 4.1).  Next take a picture of the same background with the object placed in 

the view (right side, figure 4.1).   

 

4.2 Result when camera is displaced 

The silhouette of each profile is generated by first finding the change between the two 

images, ΔT = |T0 – T1|, and then apply Global Thresholding [1] to the resulting ΔT 

(see Appendix A). Where T0 is the image before the object is placed in view and T1 is 
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afterwards.  The absolute change passed through the Global Thresholding algorithm 

[1] is used to generate a binary image. 

It is assumed that little time has passed between acquiring the images, and there is 

no movement of the camera.  Ideally, the change seen in the background will be small 

where the object was not placed, compared to where the object was placed. Make sure 

to mount the camera on a tri-pod to reduce unwanted movement. The result of hitting 

or moving the camera between shots will result in large changes, Fig. 4.2. In addition 

to moving the camera unexpectedly, the paper the cola can was placed on changed 

shape resulting in the large white spot under the cola can in Fig. 4.2.   

 

4.3 LCD lighted background 

 

4.4 Resulting silhouettes of both profiles shots 

After trying several backgrounds, when using this method, the best results were 

yielded when using a LCD monitor forced to all white as the background, Fig. 4.3.   

Figure 4.4 shows the resulting two profile shots. 
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CHAPTER V 

SILHOUETTE GENERATION – SMART MARBLES 

Image Energy 

First the original image energy is found by using the following equation (defining 

x-columns, and y-rows) [12]: 

 

                                                                             

 

The energy is extracted from the “image features we are searching, for example, edge 

[12].”   

 

5.1 Original Image 

The gradient (  ) for a two dimensional array (image) is defined [1], [14]: 
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where I(x,y), represented by f(x,y) in equation (2), is a gray scale image.  Next, since 

we are interested in both the x and y energy changes, they are added into one matrix to 

represent the overall energy change in both direction.   

 

5.2 Negative Energy of Original Image 

All the energy resulting from equation (1) is less than or equal to zero.  Large pixel 

intensity changes results in energy values being more negative, and small changes in 

intensity being closer to 0.  Fig. 5.2 shows the negative energy of original image for 

clearer viewing of significant energy change.  In other words, large changes are white, 

while small energy changes are gray, and little to no changes are black.  For example, 

the human eye can pick out pixel intensity changes of around 10 to 20 (hard to see at 

10, but was able to observe the changes, noted from self test). So the aim would be to 

devise a method that can find edges of objects that have minimum pixel intensity 

changes greater than what a human eye can see.  

Once the edge energy has been found for the image, the step is to lay out the 

marbles to survey the image terrain.  If you find the lowest point of energy in the 

image, and subtract that value from all points in the image, the edges of the image 

become valleys.    
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All areas of low change become tall mesas.  The potential energy plane is padded once 

with the maximum potential plus 1.  This creates a lip that marbles do not want to go 

up (defiantly if using gradient decent method, but can if they have nowhere else to go).   

The main idea behind smart marbles is to survey the image as if you were walking it.  

The marbles are first laid out in a grid with 5% spacing between each in the x and y 

direction.  The spacing is based off the image dimensions, so different images will 

have approximately the same number of dots. Each marble is only able to survey the 

square it is in and the surrounding 8. These 9 squares are defined as a relative 

neighborhood for each given marble. So if there are 30 marbles surveying the image, 

the actual view of the image is 270 pixels.  First the potential energy (or elevation) is 

defined for neighborhood (PEN) and the point (PEP) it’s self in two column arrays of 

same length, as shown in Table 5.1.   

Table 5.1 Marble Survey Table 

PEN PEP 

Up Left (1) Marble location 

Left (2) “ 

Down Left (3) “ 

Up (4) “ 

Marble location (5) “ 

Down (6) “ 

Up Right (7) “ 

Right (8) “ 

Down Right (9) “ 
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Finding Cutoff Potential Energy 

For the first iteration, an initial guess of potential energy cutoff 0 is used to split up 

the marbles into those who are in a valley and the ones that are not.  In other words, all 

points are used in first iteration, unless a marble happens to sit on the lowest possible 

point in the image.   

 

                                                             

 

All the zero values in HighPEN are below the cutoff value, and are not used in setting 

the next Pcut.  HighPEN represents the potential energy surveyed by the marbles above 

a given cutoff potential energy.  The mean of the marbles are weighted in favor of the 

marbles above the previous cutoff, as the marbles below or at the cutoff are flagged 

for exploring. 

 

      
                        

 
                                          

 

Find the standard deviation of the non-zero values of HighPEN marbles, Pstd, and 

subtract this value from Pmean to find the desired cutoff, Pcut = Pmean - Pstd.  

Defining Movement of Marbles 

First, the marbles above the cutoff are labeled AimForPoints (AFP), and all other 

points are called FreePoints (FP).   
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AFP Movement    

These marbles move towards a given point regardless of the surrounding surveyed 

potential energy looks like, because they are above the current iteration’s cutoff value.  

In the current “shake n bake,” method, the given point, “attractor,” rotates counter 

clockwise starting from center outwards towards each edge and corner.  In the current 

method, there are 18 major locations for the “attractor”  (center, mid-left center, mid-

up left, mid-up, mid-up right, mid-right, mid-down right, mid-down, mid-down left, 

and then back to center). At each location, the attractor stays for a given amount of 

iteration, and then moves on. An “attractor,” is currently up dated when, k current 

iteration divided by B has a remainder of 0, where n total number of iterations, and B 

is found from equation 7. 

 

          
 

 
                                                           

       
 

  
                                                                  

FP Movement   

The marbles are below or right at the current cutoff, past cutoff, and are free to 

explore any where below the potential cutoff energy value. In other words, once a 

marble has been flagged a FreePoint (FP) they are not as directly controlled by the 

“attractor,” in contrast to AFP marbles. Originally these points would explore using 

the gradient decent method, but they would end up settling in the local minima, which 

meant more marbles had to fall into a given valley more often.  To correct this, FP 

marbles move away from the “attractor,” the opposite of AFP, but are restricted to the 
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valleys (lower potential energy).  The idea behind moving away from the “attractor,” 

is to explore areas father from where all the AFP are heading. These marbles should 

locate valleys closer to the “attractor,” but leave the ones that are closer to other 

marbles. 

Flag Map   

Originally, any marble that surveyed a point in its neighborhood less than the 

cutoff would be flagged, but this also meant the marble might not actually enter that 

valley, because the  marble’s current position might have a greater potential then the 

cutoff.  So now, the marbles have to physically go into a square that is below cutoff to 

flag it.  The “flag map,” keeps track of each location for all iterations that are below 

their relative iteration cutoff (starts all 0, 1 below a given cutoff, and 0 unknown).  The 

“flag map,” is never reset to all zeros. An alternative would be to force the marble into 

the surveyed lowest flag square if there exists one. 

History  

For a given “attractor,” position the history of where all marbles have been and 

currently is, are recorded (starts all 0, 1 if a marble has been in a given location, and 0 

other wise). In addition, this image is logically ORed with the “flag map,” since the 

history should also reflect what areas have been flagged as potential edges. The 

History of marble locations is reset with each new “attractor,” but not the “flag map,” 

portion of “History.” 
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Movement Limitation   

For marbles that are AFP, their movements can only be places that are marked as 0 

in a given “history.”  Meaning places that have not been flag or where another marble 

has been during the current “attractor.”   FP marbles do not look at “history,” all they 

care about is staying in the low potential energy areas and flagging places that are 

open.   

Movement Priority   

If there are no restriction on the given AFP marble, meaning that none of the 

locations around it have been flagged or have history of other marbles being there, the 

marble will move into the square with the highest value controlled by the direction of 

the “attractor.”  For example, if the “attractor,” is directly above a given marble, the 

“movement priority,” map would look like the following: 

8 9 7 

6 1 5 

4 2 3 

The marble is located in the center of this 3x3 local grid, and would go to the place 

marked as 9. Now let say the “history,” of the neighborhood looked like:  

1 1 0 

1 1 0 

0 0 0 

Note that the center is 1 (bold box); this is the current location of the marble in 

question.  Next, multiply the inverse of local “history,” with “movement priority,”: 

0 0 7 

0 1 5 

4 2 3 
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The center location is always a valid move, but the least desirable. In other words, no 

movement for AFP marble means it is surrounded by flags and movement history.  

For this given marble, it would move up right into the “movement priority,” marked 7 

to try and reach the “attractor,” that was directly above it in the previous iteration.  In 

the next iteration, the same marble, if the “attractor,” was still above it, would now 

want to move up left.  Its current “movement priority,” would look like: 

9 7 5 

8 1 3 

6 4 2 

with a possible “history” of: 

1 1 1 

1 1 0 

x 0 0 

where x has the value 1 and represents the previous iteration location of the marble. 

Resulting in available “movement priority,” of: 

0 0 0 

0 1 3 

0 4 2 

The marble would now work its way down, taking the position marked 4.  For FP 

marbles, they take the spot with the lowest value that is not 0. The 0 valued neighbors 

represent potential energy that is greater than the current iteration cutoff, the top of the 

mesa.  There was no direct accounting for other FP marbles entering a given valley of 

the potential energy location in the same iteration, as it was felt that they should enter 

the regions at approximately different locations.  What was done for marbles that 
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stacked on each other is the extra marble would be reset to AFP and relocate to the 

midway between the “attractor” and approximate center of all flagged points. 

Process Overview 

The goal of “smart-marbles” is to locate largely significant changes in pixel 

intensity first, then locate the finer details later. This process is currently being 

repeated n iterations, where n is equal to max([R,C]) (R: number of rows, C: number 

of columns). An example of how the weighted potential mean changes along with cut, 

Fig. 5.3. 

 

 

5.3 Change of Pcut over iteration for Fig. 5.1 

Initial Drawbacks   

As can be seen from Fig. 5.4, the feet were not found and part of right pant leg is 

missing (upper left in image).  Some of the noise was captured, but no low pass filter 

was used on image.  Discussion on to segment better on localized area is talk about 

later in this chapter, step example. 
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5.4 Segment result from “smart marbles” 

Step Example  

Fig. 5.5 has steps at differing intensity values (2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 100, 120, 

140, 160, 255), the square in the center has the value 0, the outer most full circle has 

an intensity value of 20 (barely visible) the intensity values less than 20 are in the 

corners, and all values greater than 20 are made up of the circles towards the interior.   

Fig. 5.6 shows the negative energy seen from Fig. 5.5 (showing intensity ranges from 

0 to 255). The intensity change of 10 has energy of around -25, and so it shows up 

clear on this image as +25.  The intensity change 5 can also be seen a bit in the darker 

areas, but the other steps of lower change cannot be seen with the human eye. 

 

5.5 Step example 
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5.6 Negative Energy of Fig.5.5 

 

5.7 Segment result from “smart marbles” 

Fig. 5.7 shows the resulting segmentation using the above “smart marbles,” 

method.  The first full ring to be captured is the intensity change of 80.  A good chunk 

of 60 was captured, and very little of 40.  The inner rings that are greater than intensity 

of 80 that have small gaps is due to the marbles not covering that area in the given 

number of iterations (noted from watching video capture). This shape is rather 

complex, so the goal is to segment as much relevant information as can be.  The 

desired goal is to be able to capture intensity changes of around 10 to 20, but this was 

not accomplished. The content captured of the ring with intensity change 60 was not 

the whole ring, Fig. 5.7. The top, bottom, right, and left edges (near the X and Y axes) 
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where not captured due to unequal waiting in potential energy of change seen in both 

directions as opposed to predominate change in one direction.  This resulted in 

relatively minor pixel intensity change in one direction combined with large changes 

in the other to more likely not be found in contrast to major change seen in both. As 

can be seen in Fig. 5.8 this problem was fixed by removing the additive effect of 

change in both directions, and the entire ring with pix change of 60 was captured.  

 

5.8 Segmentation after energy fix 

Next, in the step example, apply the “smart marbles” approach to the top right 

50x50 area of Fig. 5.5. This was done to show the results of segmentation on an area 

that was not captured in the first run, due to this method being based off surveying the 

image and voting during each given iteration, so a smaller area should turn out 

differently.  

 

5.9 (a) L: Original (b) C: -Energy (c) R: Segmented result 

The original image in Fig. 5.9 (a) has intensity values ranging from 0 to 20.  There 

are a total of 5 segments of large rings with intensity values for each ring being 2, 3, 5, 

end of Marbles

-Energyend of Marbles
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10, and 20 on a black back ground.  The middle image is the energy seen, which 

shows the rings of pixel value 10 and 20 better.  Now applying “smart marbles” to the 

localized area, it is able to capture changes of 3 or greater pixel values rather well.  

The ring of the intensity value of 3 was mostly captured; the gaps were due to lack of 

complete coverage in the program in the time allotted. The intensity changes of greater 

value will be captured first, and then and then the details of less change come with 

each iteration. If you run this method for a very long, all changes will not be captured 

due to the voting still having an element of the marbles exploring the valleys. Also 

note that changes of 2 pixel values were not captured.   

As can be noted from these two examples, this method is very much based off 

region of selection as far as what image details get segmented.  Since this method is 

based off a voting method of all the surveying marbles, the smaller the more 

susceptible to noise and smaller changes the outcome can be, but as noted in the first 

example, change of 60 pixel values were the smallest changes really successfully 

captured.  This was due predominately large intensity change seen in pixel values out 

voting the smaller ones surveyed. 

Future Work 

The presented idea is preliminary and this method require improvements before 

implementing it in practice. An improvement to this method, besides arbitrarily 

breaking up the image into smaller segments, can be to have weighted voting based on 

relevant distances of marbles from other ones.  It would seem to find  local detail of an 

object and the marbles (surveyors) will be influenced heavily by the marbles closer to 
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a given marble, but not unaware of what is going on with the rest of the image 

(weighted voting). In addition, we can look for shape context.  In other words, if the 

desired segmented object is a human, there are only so many configurations the person 

can be in.  
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CHAPTER VI 

SILHOUETTE GENERATION – BASIC SNAKE 

Starting with a gray image we use the energy equation (1) introduced in the “Smart 

Marbles,” chapter where the more negative values represent greater change of pixel 

intensity seen in the image. 

 

6.1 (a) Left: Original (b) Right: Segmentation results 

Next we clean up some of the random noise seen in the energy by removing energy of 

small change, and the rest of the image energy is smoothed out.  The small changes in 

energy represent little to insignificant pixel change and thus not an edge. We use the 

energy image with the small changes removed and smooth it via convolution (also 

known as a smoothing spatial filter) [1]: 
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where x and y are the current pixel location in the zero padded image, the index values 

a and b are used to obtain the pixel values of the current neighborhood (same size as 

the mask). The neighborhood includes the current pixel location and the surrounding 

pixels defined by the shape of the mask. Each of the neighborhood’s pixel values are 

multiplied by the corresponding mask value and the results are summed all up.  The 

resulting sum is divided by sum of all the values located in the mask and is used to 

replace the pixel intensity value seen in the current location of x and y. The resulting 

value is applied to a new image in the same location as x and y to avoid influencing 

the results of future values.  

We setup a binary array of points on the edge of the image to generate a snake 

curve (not actually on the image, but can over lap it).  These points are the markers for 

the snake and they move and stop based on information from the image. Next, lines 

are drawn between the points, but have no influence on how a point stops.  The line is 

to give a rough outline of the object as the points circle it, similar to the B Spline 

method presented in [12].  All points are incremented inwards on the image.  They are 

looking for significant negative change in energy change determined by the whole 

image. When a point finds a large drop off in energy change it stops.  The rest of the 

points continue until they all find spots of significant energy change or max iterations 

are reached (based on image size).  The outline of the object is determined by the line 

drawn between each point, as seen in Fig. 6.1(b).   

This method is based on the external energy that was presented in [12], and it’s an 

extremely simple derivation making it very prone to large energy noise.  To prevent or 
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limit the influence of noise, the back ground would have to be very consistent 

(smooth), or implement methodologies less prone such as [12] and [13].      
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CHAPTER VII 

SILHOUETTE GENERATION – THRESHOLD 

Objects are placed in front of a simple background.  Using equation (3) the 

potential energy of the image is calculated. We normalize the resulting potential 

energy and then multiply by 255.   

  

 
7.1 (a) TL: Original image (b) TR: result of Threshold (c) Silhouette Generation 

Areas of the image with little pixel intensity will be closer to 255, while large changes 

will be significantly less. Next, we find the average and standard deviation of the 

resulting normalized and scaled potential energy image.  Most of the potential energy 

change will be small, and so will the standard deviation.  The edges of the image 

should be the areas of the image two standard deviations below the mean intensity 

value. This value is used as a threshold.  Any value greater then this threshold will be 

set to 0 otherwise 1, and where 1 is area of significant change in potential energy, Fig. 

orginal, frount orginal, sideraw seg, frount raw seg, side

filled seg, frount filled seg, side
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7.1(b).  This method was used for the current method of volume generation. However, 

this method will not work if the object is close in intensity to that of the background. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PREPARATION FOR VOLUME GENERATION 

Most of the segmenting methods used just generate a binary outline of the object 

of interests.  First segmented boundaries are filled by using the combination of 

MATLABS©’s image processing functions bwlabel and imfill. The function bwlabel 

is used first to label all the binary parts of the image, Fig. 8.1(a). 

 

 

 

8.1 Left column is an ideal example, Right column is segmentation results of real 

image objects (a) Top: Boundary example, (b) Middle: results of bwlabel, (c) Bottom: 

using imfill on middle image 

In other words, each cluster will be given an integer number located in the cluster. The 

resulting image is a “gray” scale image with intensity values ranging from 0 to number 

of clusters seen, with 0 being the original back ground, Fig. 8.1(b). It is not a true gray 

scale image as the intensity value range can vary greatly, and even more then 255. 
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Using imfill on the resulting bwlabel image, we will fill in areas of the segmented 

image, but with the corresponding label/number, Fig. 8.2(a) Fig. 8.1(c).   

 
8.2 (a) L: Ideal Donut fills (b) R: Typ. Silhouette Filled 

After generating the “gray” filled image of the objects as seen in Fig. 8.2(c) right 

column, next generate a histogram, Fig. 8.3. Histogram of an image can be generated 

in MATLAB© using imhist, or a manipulation of hist and bin as was used in this 

example.   

 

8.3 Histogram Plot of Fig. 8.1 results of real image 

As noted from the first image in the right column of Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2, there 

are 3 objects in the segmented image.  The two similar object on the left and the right 

are objects of known size.  These are used to account for errors that occur from 

segmenting and also some of the optical effects from camera. However, to truly 
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account for optical effect, the two objects of known size would have to be of similar 

height to the middle object of unknown volume.   

From the histogram of the “gray” image, the largest count of intensity occurrences 

usually represents the background of the image at an intensity value of 0.  We will 

ignore the background count, but not the next 3 largest bin counts as they represent the 

objects found. Looking at the histogram, Fig. 8.3, it is noted that the bin counts at the 

intensity values of 10, 26, and 1 are the next three largest count occurrences after the 

background.   

Now, if the middle object is let say a donut shape, Fig. 8.2(b), it would have to be 

known if the hole is larger than the two compensation objects.  If the hole is smaller, 

then it can be somewhat ignored, otherwise it cannot.   

In the first case of the donut-hole somewhat being ignored, it is similar to 3 objects 

with no holes.  Thus, the three largest bin counts (besides the background count) are 

the objects themselves, but the largest object (the donut) will be missing a significant 

part of itself due to all objects having a relatively wide boundary usually seen in 

energy based segmentation. So part of the object will be contained in the next largest 

bin count after all the objects, in the donut-hole.  In the ideal case, this effect would be 

very small, but to account for the non-ideal cases logically AND the resulting 4th bin 

count filled object (the donut-hole) with the original raw segmented image. This 

method results in the inner ring of the object that is not included in the top 3 bin count 

filled objects and we next logical OR the inner ring with the top 3 bin objects resulting 

in something similar to Fig. 8.2(b).   
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For the second case, where the donut-hole is actually larger than the two objects of 

known size, as see Fig. 8.2(a) on the left and right, the second largest bin count (not 

including the background) would be the donut-hole in this case.  The unknown object 

(the donut) would have the largest bin count, and the two objects of known size would 

be 3
rd

 and 4
th

 on the top bin count list.  If we know that the donut-hole is larger then 

the objects of known size, the 2
nd

 bin count is kind of ignored in the final silhouette.  

In other words, it is not displayed but used to find the missing inner ring of the 

unknown object similar to what was discussed in the first case. The inner ring is 

defined as the inner segmented boundary of the donut, which can be a bit wider than 

desired, and is part of the labeled donut-hole filled object.  

After generating the silhouette images of the profiles, the next step is to identify 

the objects that have known volume and the object to be estimated.  This was done in 

two ways, first by asking the user which objects were known and which were not.  The 

second way, done by using the fact that the unknown object would be in the center of 

a given profile shot and the known objects would be to the left and right of the object.  

Just in case, one or both known objects did not show up in the final silhouette, such as 

Fig. 8.2(b), the volume of the unknown object would still be an estimate only if it was 

also there. 

The next step, after identifying the objects and inputting known volume and 

measured volume of unknown object for comparison of estimated result, is to segment 

both profile images containing all 3 objects (in the ideal case). This is done to pair off 

each of the profile views for a given object for separate volume estimation processing. 
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If one or both profile view of a known object was missing due to segmenting or 

silhouette generation error, the program would just work off the other known object or 

none at all.  If they were both missing, and the object was still there, then volume 

estimation would continue, but without compensation for segmenting error and optical 

distortion, and of course nothing will occur if the unknown object is missing one or 

both profile projections. After segmenting the three objects (in the ideal case), each of 

their two corresponding profile views are resized to have the same pixel height (see 

next two sections for details). 

Resizing 1 (iterative method)  

The two profile shots will realistically have different pixel heights, and so each 

image is resized to the same pixel height of the object.  The imresize function in 

MATLAB© works well if there is a large enough difference in object height to get 

both of them to the same height (resizing the tall object to the height of the short 

object).  If the objects are close in height, they both should be resized to something at 

least 5% shorter than the smallest object height. Using the reduction does not always 

yield desired results (usually shy by 1 pixel).  So it is best to use a 10% reduction, and 

set up a short iterative loop (max of 10 loops with a 1% increase in reduction with 

each iteration, used to keep infinite loops from happening) to keep resizing the objects 

until they are the exact same pixel height.   

Due to this resizing process, the values of the binary images will change.  Values 

that were true (1), before resizing, were noted to be greater than 1.  Values that were 
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false (0) had become slightly negative.  Using the following equation will set the 

resized images back to binary. 

 

                                                                        

 

After implementing this equation, the formation of holes in the resized images 

seemed to no longer appear.  But, just in case some appeared, the MATLAB© 

function imclose was used. 

Resizing 2 (preferred method) 

This method does not use iteration or any addition image manipulation, i.e. 

imclose, in contrast to the first method introduced (used for final program due to 

being faster and yielded good to better results).  

The relationship between the measured height and the pixel height of the object is 

used to generate the estimated volume from voxel count.  Using the MATLAB© 

function imresize, one profile image of a given object is changed to have the same 

pixel height as the other, or relatively close (within in a few pixels).  Using the 

imresize function does not always match the two heights to be the same, but usually 

within 3 pixels or so.  Since a few slices at the top or bottom of the object should not 

play a major role in the overall volume due to it usually being of smaller area, the 

slices from the taller profile are removed to match the other. 
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CHAPTER IX 

VOLUME GENERATION 

After the object has been segmented and its silhouettes generated from several 

profile images (the more the number of profile images, the more detail can be 

recreated up to a point), a rough volume can be generated; this is known as a shape 

from silhouettes (SFS) technique.  In using visual hauls (VH), a method of SFS, the 

upper bound of the shape of the object is determined by the volume generation 

construction [2].  This means that it is able to find a maximum possible volume for the 

object. Similar to the Radon transform, the VH method is able to estimate the shape of 

the object better with more silhouette views (X-ray images in Radon used in CAT scan 

and internal content of object). The disadvantage of this method is its inability to 

reconstruct concave and occluded regions in human postures [2]. The inability of this 

method to estimate object features that are occluded is simply due to the fact that no 

view could capture this hidden object feature.    

A simplification of VH in this project is proposed by using only two projections 

and a simple slice cross-section area for volume estimation. This allowed for rough, 

simple, and faster estimation of the slice area and object 3D shape.   

First method used for volume generation, slow method 

After generating the silhouette images of the profiles, filling them, and resizing 

(covered in chapter 8), the next step is to count the number of voxels generated for a 

given cross section (rectangle or ellipse). The silhouettes generated from the previous 

methods discussed have intensity values at 0 and 255 (black and white respectively) or 
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0 and 1 (binary). Before using the information from the silhouetted images, they are 

transformed to binary images. The whole image can be changed to binary or assured 

that it is binary by using this equation in MATLAB©. 

 

                                                                   

 

which states, that the resulting image is true, 1, where the silhouetted image is not 

equal to 0.  Otherwise, the resulting image is false, 0. 

Generating cross section (symmetric method)   

Each layer of the binary profile image represents the width (side profile) or length 

(front profile) of the object. If a row in the image is all 0, then the object is not located 

there.  If there are any 1s in a given row, then the sum of this row is equal to the pixel 

width or length of the object.  First, a column vector was generated to represent the 

width and length of each level of the object (‘ denotes the Transpose of a matrix). 

 

                                                                       

 

The matrix generated from equation (9) will contain 0 where the object is not 

located.  To figure out the object height from the length of this column vector, it is 

best to remove all the 0 values using equation (10). 
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This will remove all the non-zero values contained in the vector “hits” and will 

place those values into the array called “hits.”  Once the “hits” array has been 

generated for the width and length of the object (labeled A and B respectively), the 

total number of contained bins (the length of the array) will be the pixel height of the 

object.  Since both profiles have been resized to have the objects of the same pixel 

height, the length of the resulting arrays is the same. 

 

                                                                      

 

where Z is the height of the object (in pixels) and maximum possible iterations in 

voxel count estimation.  “Array” refers to the vector containing the sums of widths or 

lengths.  Once the width, A, and length, B, of each slice is known, the area of each 

slice can be generated using one of the two methods (see example code 01 or 02 

below).  

To speed up the processing time before finding the area, slices were weighted 

differently.  If the next slice change is less than 0.5% in width/length of the current 

slice’s absolute profile, given by abs(A-B)./A, then the current slice is weighted more.  

This groups slices that are similar in area into one slice.  The new slice is multiplied 

by the weight which is equal to the number of slices it represents (including itself).  

Example Code 01: 

if(strcmp(option,'ellips')) 

     A = A./2; 

     B = B./2; 
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    right = ((X - x_0).^2)./(A^2); 

     left = ((Y - y_0).^2)./(B^2); 

     section = (right + left)<=1; 

 

Example Code 02: 

elseif(strcmp(option,'rectangle')) 

     A = A./2; 

      B = B./2;         

      bottom = X > (x_0 - A); 

      top = X <= (x_0 + A);         

      right = Y > (y_0 - B); 

      left = Y <= (y_0 + B);         

      section = bottom & top & ... 

         right & left; 

end 

 

X and Y were generated using meshgrid.  They are both 2D arrays representing all the 

possible x and y locations for a given slice.  The variables x_0 and y_0 are the center 

location of each slice.  The location of each slice, relative to the other slices, is not 

stored in this method to allow for faster estimation of voxel count and easier 3D 

visualization.  In other words, all slices are centered to the same location.   

3D visualization: Symmetric  

While all the slice areas are being generated, a running sum of the total number of 

voxels is being updated per slice.  For graphical reasons (in the symmetric method), 

half of the sum was stored in one 2D matrix and the other half was stored in another 

2D matrix of the same size (3D array called matrix, representing the top and bottom 

halves of the object, if all slices are equally weighted).  If all slices are equally 

weighted, the values in the 2D view of each slice will all be 1 where the object is 

located in the given slice, otherwise 0.  The weighted slices will have the same values 

at the object’s location, otherwise 0.   
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9.1 3D visualization of Cola can 

For example, if a weighted “ellipse” slice represents 24 other slices, the 2D array 

would have the value of 25 where the object is located (represented by the ellipse) for 

those given slices and 0 otherwise.  Each slice (weighted or not) is added to one half 

of the 3D array called “matrix.”  At a given point, the values will be added into the 

other half (if all slices are equally weighted, this will be half the height of the object).  

The 3D array “matrix,” is two 2D arrays that are of the same size as X and Y (see 

previous section for defining X and Y).  The values located in each element of the 2D 

array part of “matrix” are the partial estimated height of the object at a given x and y 

location.  The first 2D array of “matrix” is graphed above the Z = 0 plain and second 

array is negated and graphed below the same plain as the first array, Fig. 9.1. For the 

symmetric method, the voxel count is the sum of all elements of the 3D array labeled 

“matrix.”  
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3D visualization: Non-Symmetric  

For the non-symmetric method, each location of every slice relative to the 

neighboring slice is recorded. The same slice generation method is used as before, 

 

 

9.2 3D visualization of Cylinder stack, non-symmetric 

except x_0 and y_0 is known for each slice.  Because of the possibility of slices 

overhanging, the X and Y planes had to be made larger to account for the changing 

locations of each slice.  The number of iterations in this method is equal to the height 

of the object in pixels.  The voxel count is the sum of all the elements of each slice 

generated during a given iteration added to the previous sum. To graph this version, 

each slice, after being summed up, is multiplied by its given Z location.  Depending on 

the size of the object, only every 10
th

 or 20
th

 slice is used in the 3D visualization of the 

object, due to compute time and memory consumption, Fig. 9.2 (since all points are 

being used in this method).   

Current method used for volume generation 

This method accounts for multiple segments in a given slice and runs faster than 

the previous method introduced. First, it is assumed that both silhouettes are rotated 
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around the same vertical axes. Next, each segment for a given slice of a profile are all 

changed to odd lengths (if a given segment is already odd, not modified).  

 

9.3 3D visualization of donut using current method 

This is done to have the center of a given slice segment actually fall on a pixel 

location.  For both silhouette views, each slice segment information is simplified into 

an array with three columns containing the x and y center location in the given plane 

and the length of the given segment. The y axis is actually the z axis (along the height 

of the object) when both profile views are lined up perpendicular to each other.   

Now, for a given view, the array generated will be longer if it contains more slice 

segments then the other view.  Both arrays are resized to be the same length bases on 

number of duplicate z axis locations that occur in both (if one array has 3 duplicates 

and the other has 5 then both of them will be lengthened by 8). For example, looking 

at Fig. 8.1 and 9.3, when looking at the donut from one view it only has a single slice 

segments per each z axis location (in the ideal case with no noise), but from the other 

view in many locations there are several z axis locations that have two slice segments 
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(a slice segment is defined as a slice of an object that might be split, so all segments 

are slice segments, but not the other way around).  

After the resizing, each of the array’s content (x, y aka z, L) is lined to the 

corresponding z location of the other array.  If information is missing from one array, 

meaning the other array has duplicate content in a given z location, the missing 

information is filled in by copying the content it does have for a given location.  This 

was difficult to do without implementing a fairly involved iterative approach if both 

arrays had more than one segment in a given slice, so to simplify this, it was assumed 

that for most objects used they would only have possible repeat content from one view 

which resulted in a reduction of iterations.  

Volume estimation  

After re-organizing the slice data, the volume could be found very easily from 

using the length information stored for every slice segment. Define A to be one view 

and B the other, set AL and BL to given lengths for each segment, then area of an 

ellipse (or pixel area of slice segments) can be found by π(AL/2)(BL/2).  The voxel 

volume of a given slice segment is equal to the pixel area since the height of all slice 

segments is 1 pixel. The resulting voxel volume for each slice segment is rounded, and 

then all segments are summed up to give the total voxel volume. The estimated 

volume is found in the same way as presented in sub-section B under “Density 

Estimation.” 

The water displacement method to find volume was not used with the donut and 

cylinder examples shown. A caliper was used to measure the dimensions of the donut 
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and cylinders shown in Fig. 8.2(a). The volume of the cylinder was estimated using V 

= hπr
2
, and for the donut it was estimated by [16]:  

 

                    

 

   

                                                 

 

where n is the total number of slices (    the true volume can be found), i is the 

current slice,     average radius,        is height, and thickness is represented by   . 

The measured volume was compared to the estimated generated volume. 

3D Visualization  

Each slice segment of the object has two pieces of information, first being the 

 

9.4 3D visualization of cylinder of known size 

location of the slice segments in 3D space, and the second is the dimensionality of the 

slice segments (length, witch, and height). Using a for-loop where each iteration 

represents a given slice segment, the object information for that specific slice segment 
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is fed into an algorithm which generates some edge points, and then they are simply 

plotted, as shown  in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4. 
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CHAPTER X 

DISCUSSION 

What was accomplished in this thesis was estimating the volume of simple objects. 

The next phase of this project would be to use these image processing methods to 

estimate the volume of a person.  Looking at the volume to estimate the density of an 

individual will give a better indication of health, as it will account for differing 

percentages of fat. There are other methods available for measuring density of an 

individual by their displacement, usually by submerging them in a tub or placing them 

in an air chamber, and body scans to name a few. The advantage of the method 

presented here is cost, ease of use, and fairly accurate volume measurement. We 

enumerated the basic steps involved in the process of estimating the volume of an 

object based on profile images. One of the important steps is segmenting the image 

profile and thus we presented a detailed review of existing approaches of segmenting 

an image profile along with a new promising approach of segmentation termed as 

smart marbles. Then various approaches to volume generation were presented and 

the overall process of volume estimation tested on small objects. The results of our 

volume estimation on the simpler objects were very close to the original volume. 

However, further work is required to implement it in estimating the volume of a 

human.   

We next present some of the lessons learned in each step of the volume estimation 

process and recommendations for improvement. In generating the silhouettes via 

frequency removal (Chapter 3), it is best to run each image separately through the 
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algorithms as they will have different offsets and other variables. In our current 

version, all patches (small parts of the image marked in red, Fig. 3.1 and 3.2) have 

been hard coded.  To make the code more robust, something more dynamic should be 

used to account for changing incoming image sizes.  Even though dynamically 

changing patches were not taken into account in this project, all patches were checked 

to contain only the pertinent information by visual inspection. 

In generating silhouettes via differencing (Chapter 4), if T0 and T1 are colored 

images, run each color separately through this method; then logically OR the resulting 

binary images, or turn T0 and T1 into gray images first. The differencing approach 

was not used for final trials due to too much variability.  If the background had a 

similar color to the object, that part of the object would not show up in the silhouetted 

image.  If the camera was hit, or the focal distances changed enough, this would result 

in major changes.  With this approach, the environment has to be more controlled, 

including camera focusing and aperture control.  The greatest success with this 

approach was using a lighted background such as an LCD monitor. 

 

10.1 Problem areas marked in green 
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When taking pictures of objects for use with frequency removal, if the object has 

any reflective surfaces (marked in green, Fig. 10.1), these parts might reflect the 

medium to high frequency background.  Because of this possibility, these parts of the 

object will be filtered out. Another thing to consider with the case of the cola-can is 

how close the picture of the cola can was taken.  The top and bottom of the can are 

rounded in the photograph (green circles, Fig. 10.1). The natural roundness is not 

accounted for in the first algorithm.  The image should have been taken from further 

away or compensation (discussed in detail below) could have been used.  This would 

have caused the round top and bottom to “virtually” flatten out.  The height in reality 

is the same all along the curved part.  Even though some of the shadow has been 

retained in the silhouetted image, this was not enough to counter the loss due to the 

changing height. 

 

10.2 Estimated Volume of Donut with volume correction 

For the donut test, two cylinders were used to compensate for optical and segment 

errors. Fig. 10.2 shows the estimated volume of the donut before correction, after, and 

measured labeled at #2 subject/objects. The two cylinders, #1 and #3, are also shown. 
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For the cylinders, the corrected volume equals the measured volume.  The correction 

for each object is done using the two cylinders as references. With correction, the 

estimated volume of the donut had less than 1% error when compared to the measured 

results, but as noted, the donut is a relatively simple object. More testing would have 

to be done on more complicated object, and it would be beneficial if these objects 

were human like.  

Improving estimation can be done by using higher pixel resolution in theory, but 

only to a degree as the cross section is simple and only two views are used. More 

views of the object will increase the ability to estimate the volume, but what has been 

presented is a quick and easy way to get a relatively accurate volume. 
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APPENDIX A  

GLOBAL THRESHOLDING ALGORITHM [1] 

First, starting with an introduction into the Global Thresholding Algorithm, this is 

used a few times in generating a silhouette via frequency removal. First: start by 

selecting a starting guess for the global threshold, T. Second: segment the image into 

two groups, where G1 consisting of all pixels with intensity values greater than T, and 

G2 consisting of pixels with values less than or equal to T. Third: compute the average 

intensity values of G1 and G2, m1 and m2 respectively. Forth: New threshold value 

equals  ½(m1 + m2). Finally, repeat steps two through 4 until  ΔT < Х, where ΔT is the 

change seen between iteration and Х is a predefined cutoff. Example of pseudo-code: 

Tnew = some guess from 0 to 255  

ΔT = some constant 

Do 

Told = Tnew; 

G1 = (IMG > Tnew).*IMG;  

G2 = (IMG <= Tnew).*IMG; 

m1 = mean(G1); 

m2 = mean(G2); 

Tnew = ½( m1 + m2); 

While abs(Tnew – Told) > ΔT  
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APPENDIX B  

DENSITY ESTIMATION 

The weight (or mass) and height of the object will be measured by conventional 

means. Each pixel of height will represent some fraction of the total height of the 

object, and the height of a given cross section. Each cross section’s volume will be 

calculated and summed up to give the estimated total displacement. The relationship 

between voxel volume and the estimated volume is found by the given ratio of the 

height of the real object and virtual object, L = H/Z. Where L is the length of a pixel, 

H is the measured height of the object, and Z is the pixel height of the virtual object 

(number of pixels).   

Once the length of the pixels is known, the volume of a given voxel is equal to the 

length cubed, v = L
3
. The voxel volume, v, is then multiplied by the total number of 

voxels, C (number of voxels), found to estimate the volume of the object, V = C*v (* 

is multiplication in this case).   

Finally, take the known mass, M, and divide it by the estimated volume, V, to obtain 

the estimated density of the object, D = M / V. The focus of this project was not 

density estimation, but it was performed with this portion of the project. 

Density Measurement via Displacement of Water  

This methodology was used to somewhat validate the results of the image 

processing method. Each simple object was submerged in a graduated cylinder 

containing enough water to account for the volume of the object.  The water volume 

was noted before and after placing the object in the graduated cylinder.  The volume 
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of the object is the displacement measured (the difference of the two noted volumes).  

This was repeated 3 times to account for error of smaller objects.  Larger objects, such 

as the cola can used, were submerged in a large beaker containing water up to the 

brim. The overflow of water was collected and measured.  This was only repeated 2 

times due to difficulty with lab equipment. In this case, the volume of the cola can is 

the overflow of water from the beaker.  Once the volume has been found for the 

object, the density is found by taking the known mass and dividing it by the measured 

volume. 

 

 


